
 

 

 

ELLESSE SS23 

 

Pure retro-futurism and varsity style: the perfect combination for 

ELLESSE’s new spring summer collection 

Fashion, sport and technology intertwine to give life to soft shapes, pastel colours 

and revival inspirations 

 

Retro-futurism, old school 90s style and a strong inspiration from the world of tennis and 1980s 
basketball: the new spring summer '23 footwear line of the iconic Ellesse brand is the perfect mix 
of all these elements. The vision of the future that existed in the past is expressed in this collection 
in a playful and colourful way through soft, light lines, strong shades and pastel nuances. 
 
Ellesse has always made practical yet bold and colourful garments that revolutionised the very idea 
of sportswear. This collection is no exception. It is the perfect combination of old school and 
futurism, and is expressed in a new and innovative way with an eco-friendly touch. 
 
Among the novelties of the women's line we find CAREEN, in its unlined version in pop colours, 
made with inserts and details in technical materials, the special memory foam sole, recycled mesh, 
organic cotton laces and splits from LWG (Leather Working Group tanneries) to reduce the 
environmental impact. 
 

 

 
 
 
Another example of a style icon, ANNABELLE, is a new low cassette model with a chunky track-
inspired sole that is ultra-light and comfortable. It comes in a basic version or one with pastel-
coloured inserts. 
       



 

 

 
 

The men's line is strongly inspired by the world of retro-running, with references to tennis and 

basketball in the 80s and 90s: sneakers with captivating digital colours and lines that recall the 

varsity style of American colleges.  

Among the protagonists of this collection, the LAMBERT stands out as a real classic of the brand 

that has been revisited with a mix of strong colours, extreme comfort and the special memory foam 

sole. There is also a strong focus on the environment in this model made from recycled mesh, with 

laces in BCI cotton (Better Cotton Initiative - which certifies the creation of textile products made 

with cotton from sustainable cultivation) and splits from LWG tanneries. 

 

 

 

Among the top sneakers of the men's collection we also find LENNIE, a low cassette basketball 

model that comes in a monochrome version or with contrasting details. Here too the focus on eco-

sustainability is evident: Lennie is made with recycled mesh, eco-leather and BCI cotton laces.  



 

 

 

 

For spring summer '23 Ellesse also offers a wide and varied collection of slippers made with special 

colourful designs featuring pastel tones and strong colours: among these JOBI stands out, a rubber 

model inspired by traditional wooden clogs. 

 

 

 

We also find alluring pastel shades including pink, Tiffany, yellow and lilac. Such as female models 

BEVERLY and ELOISE, which have an attractive and romantic design. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ABOUT ELLESSE 

Ellesse is a sport fashion brand with high quality product lines. Founded in Perugia in 1959 by Italian tailor Leonardo 
Servadio (the name of the brand derives from the initials of its founder), it revolutionised the world of sport with the 
invention of the jet pants, the iconic ski pants inspired by the flared jeans of the Seventies. During the 80s he sponsored 
various sporting events: from the 1982 World Cup to Formula 1, as well as surfing and golf events, thus becoming a 
status symbol of the sports world. In 1985 Ellesse dressed the winner of the Wimbledon Tournament, Boris Becker, and 
continues today to be associated with the tennis world, from which the Company draws inspiration for the creation of 
new collections with leisure and urban influences.  
With an innovative approach, Nice Footwear develops, manufactures and distributes the brand's men's, women's and 
children's footwear collections, while reinterpreting the brand's characteristics in a contemporary manner without 
altering its DNA. 
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